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Abstract

Simulating magma propagation pathways requires both a well-calibrated model for the stress state of the volcano and models for

dike advance within such a stress field. With the purpose of establishing a framework for calculating computationally efficient

and flexible shallow magma propagation scenarios, we develop three-dimensional models for the stress state of volcanoes with

complex topographies and edifice histories as well as a new simplified three-dimensional model of dike propagation using

the stress state of the volcano as input. Next, we combine all these models to calculate shallow dike propagation scenarios for

complex caldera settings. The resulting synthetic magma pathways and eruptive vent locations broadly reproduce the variability

observed in natural calderas.
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Abstract16

Simulating magma propagation pathways requires both a well-calibrated model for the17

stress state of the volcano and models for dike advance within such a stress field. With18

the purpose of establishing a framework for calculating computationally efficient and flex-19

ible shallow magma propagation scenarios, we develop three-dimensional models for the20

stress state of volcanoes with complex topographies and edifice histories as well as a new21

simplified three-dimensional model of dike propagation using the stress state of the vol-22

cano as input. Next, we combine all these models to calculate shallow dike propagation23

scenarios for complex caldera settings. The resulting synthetic magma pathways and erup-24

tive vent locations broadly reproduce the variability observed in natural calderas.25

Plain Language Summary26

Understanding the pathways that bring magma from an underground chamber to27

the surface helps us preparing for future eruptions in volcanic areas. Dikes are fractures28

filled with magma and represent the most common mechanism of magma transport in29

the Earth’s crust. Their trajectories may be curved if the Earth’s crust is deformed by30

the load of topography or by tectonic forces. Here we first discuss a model of such de-31

formation processes in volcanic regions with complex but mild topography. Then, we de-32

velop a simplified dike propagation model that we validate with a more sophisticated one.33

Next, we combine our models and simulate magma pathways in artificially-generated sce-34

narios.35

1 Introduction36

Geophysical observations of ground deformation and seismicity in volcanic areas37

have highlighted how some eruptions are preceded by a long phase of magma propaga-38

tion in the form of magma-filled dikes (Einarsson et al., 1980; Ebinger et al., 2010; Nakada39

et al., 2005; Uhira et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2012; Sigmundsson et al., 2015; Patrick et40

al., 2020; Cesca et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2021; Smittarello et al., 2022). Some recent dikes41

have propagated for over 70 km, reaching locations that had not experienced any fissure42

opening in decades or centuries; in some cases the ensuing lava flows have resulted in mas-43

sive property damage (Patrick et al., 2020; Mart́ı et al., 2022) or, in the extreme case44

of the 2021 eruption at Niyragongo, in hundreds of victims (Smittarello et al., 2022). The45

associated dike trajectories have also displayed a variety of geometries and spatial ori-46

entations, from horizontal to oblique to vertical, and shapes, from planar to segmented,47

curved or twisted (Branca et al., 2003; Bagnardi et al., 2013; Xu & Jónsson, 2014; Sig-48

mundsson et al., 2015; Patrick et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2021; Dumont et al., 2022; Smittarello49

et al., 2022; Mart́ı et al., 2022). In spite of the importance of this process, there are still50

no models to forecast, in three dimensions, the trajectory taken by magma during prop-51

agation in the shallow crust.52

Our physical understanding and our models of dike trajectories have progressed sig-53

nificantly in the last decades. Both early (Anderson, 1937) and more recent works (Dahm,54

2000a) have established that dike pathways are largely determined by the balance be-55

tween the elastic stresses in the host rock and the buoyancy force resulting from the den-56

sity contrast between magma and rock. As a rule of thumb, dikes open against the di-57

rection of the least-compressive principal stress axis (Ziv et al., 2000; Gudmundsson, 2002;58

Pollard et al., 2005); together with the external stresses, the buoyancy force determines59

the direction of propagation along the dike tip line (Weertman, 1971; Pollard, 1987; Ru-60

bin, 1995; Taisne et al., 2011; Rivalta et al., 2015; Townsend et al., 2017). The simplest61

2D trajectories are streamlines perpendicular to the least-compressive stress axis (Anderson,62

1937; Pollard, 1987), while the most sophisticated approaches model dikes as cracks steered63

in the direction of maximum strain energy release rate (Dahm, 2000a; Maccaferri et al.,64

2010, 2011). Dike trajectory models have recently evolved from two dimensional (2D)65
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(Anderson, 1937; O. H. Muller & Pollard, 1977; Pollard, 1987; Dahm, 2000a) to partially66

(Sigmundsson et al., 2015; Heimisson et al., 2015; Pansino et al., 2022), and, finally, fully67

three-dimensional (3D) by (Davis et al., 2020, 2021). The latter model extends to 3D68

the maximum strain energy release rate trajectory calculation approach introduced by69

Dahm (2000a); a 3D equivalent of the simple 2D streamline approaches is still missing.70

The 3D model by Davis et al. (2020, 2021) has been applied to explain the coun-71

terintuitive trajectory of the 2018 dike at Sierra Negra, Galápagos. Importantly, Davis72

et al. (2021) confirmed the pivotal importance of a well-calibrated stress field in mod-73

elling dike trajectories: contributions from different stress-generating mechanisms, such74

as topographic gravitational loading and regional stress field, needed to be carefully ad-75

justed in order to steer the dike on the observed trajectory. If we want to simulate 3D76

dike propagation at arbitrary volcanoes, we also need to determine their state of stress.77

This problem was addressed by Rivalta et al. (2019), who suggested a stress inver-78

sion strategy which involves, first, establishing the relevant sources of stress for the spe-79

cific volcano, and then, tuning their relative intensity so that simulated dikes starting80

from the known location of magma storage reach the known locations of past eruptive81

vents. This strategy was tested on Campi Flegrei caldera in Italy, using only 2D (plane82

strain) stress models and 2D streamlines for dike propagation.83

Extending the stress calibration strategy by Rivalta et al. (2019) to 3D would pave84

the way to forecast dike pathways in 3D at any arbitrary volcano. A preliminary step85

is to set up 3D stress and dike trajectory models that are computationally efficient for86

the large number of simulations needed by the stress calibration procedure. In this study,87

we first develop computationally efficient 3D stress field calculations for scenarios with88

topographic reliefs. Then, we develop a fast, semi-analytical 3D dike propagation model89

that approximates the sophisticated model by Davis et al. (2020, 2021) but retains the90

simplicity of 2D streamlines and can also backtrack a dike trajectory from eruptive vent91

to magma chamber. Finally, we show how to integrate all these models to produce re-92

alistic pre-eruptive magma propagation scenarios. We focus on calderas, setting up syn-93

thetic topographies inspired by natural systems.94

2 Method formulation95

We now separately introduce our 3D stress and dike propagation models, and then96

describe how to combine them in dike propagation scenarios. We use the scenarios to97

calibrate some needed parameters and validate our propagation method. Finally, we run98

the propagation model for a set of increasingly complex settings. We assume a homo-99

geneous, isotropic and linearly elastic medium as the host rock, described by rock den-100

sity ρr, Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. g is the acceleration due to gravity.101

Symbols and parameters are defined in Table 2.102

2.1 Modular model for the state of stress103

We describe the state of stress within the host rock by a stress tensor σij . Tensional104

stresses are positive. σij is diagonalized to retrieve magnitudes, σ1, σ2, σ3, from most105

compressive to least compressive, respectively, and eigenvectors, v⃗1, v⃗2, v⃗3, which iden-106

tify the orientations of the principal stress axes.107

We build our 3D stress model following the first-order linear approach by Rivalta108

et al. (2019), who expressed the elastic stress field σij of a volcanic region as the super-109

position of perturbations from a background stress state σ0
ij , each stemming from a dif-110

ferent stress-generating mechanism, according to a first-order linear approach that ne-111

glects coupling between the stress sources. We model the stress state of calderas limit-112

ing our analysis to tectonic stresses and gravitational loading/unloading because, as dis-113
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cussed by Rivalta et al. (2019), dike patterns can often be explained by a combination114

of the two mechanisms, which are in most cases the dominant ones (Gudmundsson, 1995;115

Roman & Jaupart, 2014; Corbi et al., 2015; Heimisson et al., 2015; Maccaferri et al., 2017;116

Neri et al., 2018). We do not include contributions associated to pressurized magma reser-117

voirs, intrusions or strains induced by large earthquakes. This has the advantage of lim-118

iting the number of parameters in the model, while retaining the stress mechanisms with119

the largest influence. More contributions can be easily added, if needed in specific cases.120

We write the stress tensor at any point in the crust as:121

σij(x, y, z)− σ0
ij(z) = σT

ij + σG
ij(x, y, z) (1)

where the stress terms on the right side arise, respectively, from the regional tectonic stress122

(T) and the gravitational loading/unloading (G).123

The first step in the stress modelling is to define the unperturbed state of stress,124

σ0
ij , before any of the sources on the right hand side of Equation 1 became active. There125

are two main assumptions in literature: a laterally-confined medium, that is, no lateral126

strain can be produced after gravity is turned on (e.g. Martel & Muller, 2000; Savage127

et al., 1985), resulting in a vertical v⃗1:128

σ0
xx =

ν

(1− ν)
ρrgz, σ0

yy =
ν

(1− ν)
ρrgz, σ0

zz = ρrgz. (2)

or a lithostatic stress state:129

σ0
xx = σ0

yy = σ0
zz = ρrgz. (3)

Field measurements of subsurface stress (Jaeger et al., 2007) lie somewhat in between130

those two assumptions. Therefore, σ0
ij can be written as:131

σ0
xx = σ0

yy = kρrgz, σ0
zz = ρrgz, (4)

where k ∈ [ ν
(1−ν) , 1] (Jaeger et al., 2007; J. R. Muller et al., 2001; Slim et al., 2015).132

In this study, we always set k = 1 and assume a lithostatic unperturbed stress.133

The second step is to superimpose the tectonic stress, expressed in terms of three134

independent components σT
xx, σ

T
yy, σ

T
xy, which we assume are uniform (e.g. McKenzie,135

1978; Müller et al., 1992).136

The third step is to consider gravitational stresses associated to surface loading or137

unloading. This has often been modeled by distributions of normal forces onto a half-138

space: they can be applied to both 2D and 3D problems (Dahm, 2000b; Maccaferri et139

al., 2014; Neri et al., 2018), but are inaccurate near the topography, and provide no in-140

formation on the stress within the topography itself (McTigue & Mei, 1981). More so-141

phisticated analytical solutions exist, but are either 2D (Savage et al., 1985; McTigue142

& Mei, 1981) or only for simple topographies (McTigue & Mei, 1987).143

Martel and Muller (2000) and Slim et al. (2015) described how to implement to-144

pographic loads within Boundary Element (BE) models, where the topography is dis-145

cretized into a mesh of dislocations. Martel and Muller (2000) considered the effect of146

topographic loading as akin to cutting an infinite body subject to gravity in two halves147

along a surface defined by the topography. The gravitational stress imposed by the up-148

per half onto the lower one is then subtracted from the background stress of the body149

(Martel & Muller, 2000, Figure 3). In practice, this is achieved through imposing bound-150

ary conditions on the BEs, depending on the coordinate z of their midpoints and the rock151

density, which control the overburden or excavation pressure imposed by the topogra-152

phy.153

One important point in models such as Martel and Muller (2000) is that the bound-154

ary conditions at the BEs representing the topography are univocally fixed only once the155
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Figure 1. a) Datum level choice: most compressive principal stress orientation due to gravi-

tational loading/unloading of a valley adjacent to a ridge (profile is drawn in black) under plane

strain condition. The analytical solution by McTigue and Mei (1981) (black) is compared to our

numerical solution with datum level fixed at the flat extremes of the topography (blue), the ridge

summit (green) and the valley bottom (red). b) Evolving topography: a 1-km-deep axisymmetric

caldera is refilled by 1/3 of its original depth. Least compressive principal stress orientation for

two models. Green: the mesh reproduces the caldera before the refilling, and boundary condi-

tions (BC) on the BEs account for the latter. Red: the mesh reproduces the caldera after the

refilling. c) Importance of reservoir: least compressive principal stress orientation for three mod-

els involving a 1-km-deep axisymmetric caldera and no tectonic stress. Two models include a

6-km-deep spherical magma reservoir of 1.5 km radius, with overpressures ∆P=10 MPa (red) and

100 MPa (green) respectively; one has no reservoir (blue).
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datum level, that is the unperturbed surface before any topography is created, is set. This156

is rarely clarified in applications of similar models (e.g. Chadwick & Dieterich, 1995; Ur-157

bani et al., 2017; Neri et al., 2018). Identifying such surface is not always trivial but crit-158

ical, as different choices lead to different outcomes for the displacement and stress field.159

We show this in Figure 1a, where we compare v⃗1 from the analytical solution by McTigue160

and Mei (1981) for a valley adjacent to a ridge under plane strain assumption to 2D nu-161

merical models where the datum level is set to, successively, the flat extremes of the pro-162

file, the ridge summit and the valley bottom. The first model shares the same assump-163

tion on the datum level with the analytical solution, hence the good agreement for that164

case. Such assumption is straightforward to adopt when the topography becomes uni-165

formly flat away from the loaded/unloaded region. However, this is not always the case,166

and the optimal choice of datum level may depend on the situation. Take e.g. a caldera167

lying on a coastline, which divides two regions, the mainland and the sea floor, at dif-168

ferent elevations. We consider a similar case in our synthetic scenarios, and we solve the169

ambiguity in the datum level by setting it to the ground elevation before the caldera was170

formed: this coincides with the sea level in our case. If, for instance, we were to study171

the formation of an edifice and, later, of a caldera at its summit, we would first set the172

edifice datum level at its base, and then set the caldera datum level at the edifice sum-173

mit. Consequently, the topography preceding the reference event (in our scenarios, the174

caldera formation) informs the datum level.175

A further issue regarding the calculation of surface loading/unloading stresses is176

that they are not immutable. Volcanic regions host a variety of stress-generating and stress-177

relieving mechanisms acting on different time scales (e.g. McGarr & Gay, 1978; Stephans-178

son, 1988; Savage et al., 1992; Chadwick & Dieterich, 1995). For example, the build-up179

of a volcanic edifice consists of progressive accumulation of eruptive material that loads180

and stresses the underlying crust, while, at the same time, magmatic intrusions, earth-181

quakes and inelastic processes tend to relax shear stresses and homogenize principal stresses.182

Here we avoid this issue by focusing on calderas that we assume have formed relatively183

recently in the history of the volcano topography, and consider otherwise only mild to-184

pographies, so that modeling dike propagation within edifices is not necessary. We elab-185

orate further on this point in Section 4.186

We compute σG
ij(x, y, z) in Equation 1 following Martel and Muller (2000); Slim et187

al. (2015). We employ the 3D BE tool Cut&Displace (Davis et al., 2017, 2019), based188

on the displacement discontinuity method by Crouch et al. (1983). The topography is189

discretized into a mesh of triangular dislocations (Nikkhoo & Walter, 2015), acting as190

BEs. The 3D mesh needs to be larger than the region of interest, so that its edges are191

distant enough from the volume where we compute the stress. We find that a mesh with192

a diameter three times the lateral extent of the studied region is enough for that pur-193

pose. If a coastline is present, the outer mesh tapers to two horizontal surfaces at dif-194

ferent height, representing the far-field mainland and the far-field sea floor. Once the da-195

tum level is fixed, stress boundary conditions are imposed on each BE as we previously196

described. The load imposed by the water column on the bathymetry is also included.197

Calderas are usually filled with eruptive material or sediments over time (e.g. Orsi198

et al., 1996; Hildreth et al., 2017). Our model can account for this in several ways: the199

buried caldera floor may be meshed as the reference topographic relief, and correspond-200

ing BEs may be loaded accounting for the density contrast between the deeper host rock201

and the layers above. Alternatively, the current caldera topography may be meshed as202

the reference topographic relief, and the unloading pressure resulting from the missing203

mass due to lower density infill is factored in the boundary conditions. Calculations for204

these options for a synthetic caldera (Figure 1c) show good agreement except in the prox-205

imity of the caldera rim. Here we follow the former approach in one scenario, as illus-206

trated later.207
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We remark that some of the stress sources we neglect, such as magma reservoirs,208

are in principle straightforward to include in our BE model. In order to show the mi-209

nor relative influence of such sources, we compare in Figure 1b the orientation of v⃗3 for210

three different models: one without and two with a pressurized, spherical magma cham-211

ber, with overpressure of 10 MPa and 100 MPa, all involving the same surface unload-212

ing and tectonic stress. Only with extremely large overpressures the effects of the pres-213

surization are felt at a distance of up 1 source diameter. This validates in 3D a similar214

argument by Rivalta et al. (2019) (see their Figure 1).215

2.2 Three-dimensional dike propagation model216

2.2.1 Simplified Analytical Model (SAM)217

Next, we develop a computationally-efficient 3D dike propagation model that pro-218

vides a 3D equivalent to 2D v⃗3-perpendicular streamlines. There is no straightforward219

method to compute streamlines in 3D, as the direction of v⃗3 alone identifies a surface,220

while the direction of propagation on that surface remains undetermined. Davis et al.221

(2020, 2021) developed a pointwise, analytical dike trajectory calculator, similar to Sigmundsson222

et al. (2015) but fully 3D and more comprehensive in terms of factors considered. Its pur-223

pose was to justify why an observed dike took a specific direction depending on the magma224

buoyancy and the external state of stress, and falls short of being a propagation model.225

Here we simplify that approach and turn it into a self-propelling 3D propagation model226

that can also backtrack dike trajectories downward from a vent to the magma storage227

region. We henceforth refer to our model as the ‘Simplified Analytical Model’ (SAM).228

In the analytical model by Davis et al. (2020, 2021), propagation of the tip-line of229

a dike occurs when the local mode I stress intensity factor, K, is larger than the frac-230

ture toughness, Kc, of the host rock (e.g. Secor Jr & Pollard, 1975). The dike is repre-231

sented as a tensile, penny-shaped crack with a fixed volume, V , and radius, c. It is as-232

sumed that external stress varies linearly in every direction over the crack surface, and233

that internal pressure varies linearly with z proportional to ρmg sinβ, where β is the crack234

dip. In such case, K can be written as:235

K =
3µV

4(1− ν)c2
√
πc

+
4

3π
(∆γc

√
πc) cosα, (5)

(Tada et al., 2000), where α is the angle spanning the circumference of the crack away236

from the direction of the maximum linear pressure gradient loading the dike plane, ∆γ.237

The first term in Equation 5, which depends only on V , determines the magnitude of238

K. The second contribution, which accounts for the effect of ∆γ, determines the angle239

α for which K is maximum, and thus the direction of propagation of the crack. If RK =240

K/Kc > 1, the crack is expected to propagate (see Figure 1 in Davis et al., 2020).241

In SAM, we simplify such approach by, first, assuming that the dike opens against242

the local v⃗3, calculated from the stress model defined in Section 2.1, and is represented243

as a penny-shaped crack with fixed radius c. Secondly, we calculate K as244

K =
4

3π
(∆γc

√
πc). (6)

This is equivalent to neglecting the role played by the dike volume and Kc in determin-245

ing whether the dike will advance. On the other hand, the buoyancy force contributes246

to ∆γ in SAM, and plays a role in determining the direction of propagation on the v⃗3-247

perpendicular surface.248

We use a Cartesian reference frame, where the z-axis is positive upward (Figure 2a).249

We later employ a cylindrical reference frame to identify the starting points of dikes (Fig-250

ure 2a) where the radial distance from the origin is indicated as r and the angle mea-251

sured counterclockwise from the positive x-axis is indicated as ϕ.252

–7–
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We calculate forward dike trajectories (FTs) as follows:253

1. We produce a stress model for the hosting medium (section 2.1).254

2. We choose a starting point F0 for the dike (for instance, at the edge of a magma255

reservoir).256

3. We compute σ3 and v⃗3 at F0 and identify the local surface Σ perpendicular to v⃗3.257

The dike is then defined as a penny-shaped crack of radius c lying on Σ (Figure 2a).258

4. We compute K along the dike’s tip-line. To do so, we generate a ring of n regularly-259

spaced observation points Oi, i = 1...n at a distance c from F0 (Figure 2b).260

5. We calculate σi
3 at each Oi and use it in place of the normal stress to calculate261

∆γ for every point on the ring as:262

∆γi =
(σi

3 − σj
3)

2c
− ρmg

(ziO − zjO)

2c
, (7)

where ziO, z
j
O are the vertical coordinates of points Oi, Oj , with Oj antipodal to263

Oi.264

6. We calculate Ki at each Oi according to Equation 6 and determine the point F1265

where Ki = Kmax. This will identify the direction of propagation of the dike (Fig-266

ure 2b).267

We reiterate the previous steps taking F1 as the current F0. This will produce a268

chain of points identifying the trajectory of the dike. The dike stops once at least one269

of the observation points generated in step 3 reaches the free surface. The center of the270

current Σ is then taken as the arrival point FA (Figure 2b). In our stress models, how-271

ever, a further issue emerges. In general, a minimum distance threshold (MDT) needs272

to be maintained between the observation points and the mesh, in order to prevent ar-273

tifacts singularities in the stress calculations (Slim et al., 2015). This is a characteris-274

tic issue of BE models, and can be mitigated with finer meshing, or aligning the obser-275

vation points to the midpoints of the BEs (Slim et al., 2015). Due to this issue and to276

the finite size of the BEs representing the free surface, we do not allow dikes to proceed277

beyond a certain distance from the free surface. Here we fix the MDT to 800 m away278

from the nearest BE, as this is the average size of the dislocations of the mesh we em-279

ploy. Dikes may be propagated past their FA until they hit the surface at a ’projected’280

arrival point, FP
A , assuming that they maintain the dip and strike calculated at FA (Fig-281

ure 2b). This is akin to assuming that dikes do not have the space to adjust to the lo-282

cal stress field in the last 1 km before reaching the free surface. A SAM dike is forced283

to stop if the trajectory becomes horizontal, or if the difference in the strike and dip an-284

gles between the current direction of propagation and the one at the previous step is larger285

than a given threshold. This prevents abrupt turning in the dike pathways.286

SAM trajectories depend on two parameters, c and n. We found that values of n287

equal or greater than 12 lead to nearly identical dike pathways; we set n to 12 in all sce-288

narios calculated later. In contrast, different c lead to different trajectories and arrival289

points for the same starting points and stress field. Large c (e.g. > 2 km if the dike start-290

ing point is 10 km deep) sample the stress field in too few points and do not produce ac-291

curate trajectories, while very small c (e.g. < 50 m for the starting depth mentioned above)292

are computationally expensive and follow principal stress directions nearly pointwise, as293

streamlines do in 2D. In this perspective, c controls how much SAM trajectories devi-294

ate from the stress directions. We show later how c may be calibrated to better match295

a more sophisticated dike propagation model.296

SAM also allows for the propagation of anti-buoyant dikes, that is, dikes filled with297

ρm > ρr propagating downward through the crust. Dike trajectories, however, cannot298

be backtracked by simply inverting the density contrast between magma and rocks: an299

anti-buoyant dike starting from the arrival point of a buoyant one and propagating down-300

ward with the same c and n will not pass through the same points (see Figure 2c), even301
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Figure 2. SAM framework. a) reference systems employed throughout the work and nota-

tion for the dike radius and starting point. Blue surface: simplified topography with a circular

caldera. Red dotted line: edge of a magma storage region where the dike departs. Yellow surface:

dike’s initial opening surface (Σ). b) Left: full SAM trajectory, arrival point and detail of first

step of the algorithm. Colored dots: observation points Oi; the colors are associated to K accord-

ing to the colorbar. Right: BE mesh of the topography (vertically exaggerated) and actual FT

from scenario STC-3 (see Section 2.3), extended until the free surface. Black dotted line on the

right: MDT (here set to 2 km). c) Backtracking of SAM trajectories. Left: comparison between

buoyant (red) and anti-buoyant (blue) trajectories. Right: representation of the backtracking al-

gorithm outlined in Section 2.2. d) Backtracked trajectories (BTs) of the foward trajectory (FT)

shown in b). Left: BT starts from the actual arrival point. Right: BT starts from the projected

arrival point. Colored dots on both sides represent the BTs; empty blue dots the original FT.
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if, as we observed, the difference between forward trajectories (FTs) and backtracked tra-302

jectories (BTs) decreases for smaller values of c.303

We backtrack FTs, from known arrival points FA and with assumed parameters304

cB and nB , as follows:305

1. Starting from FA, we find a candidate point BC at a distance cB such that the306

scalar product between v⃗3 at BC and the vector v⃗C pointing from BC to FA is min-307

imal (Figure 2d).308

2. We run one step of the forward model from BC and calculate the vector between309

the predicted and actual FA; we then shift BC by that same vector and iterate310

this procedure until the desired precision is attained, and BC is taken as the first311

point B1 of the BT.312

3. The algorithm stops as soon as a specific requirement is satisfied: for instance, the313

current Bj falls within the known magma storage region. The lastly-recovered point314

of the BT becomes then the ”backtracked starting point” (BSP) (Figure 2d).315

The first step of the algorithm is modified when starting from FP
A lying on the free sur-316

face, as we no longer fix the distance between BC and FP
A to a specific cB , but let it vary317

over a specific range (for a FT with given c, we find a 0-3c range enough for our purpose).318

We tested the method against known forward trajectories, and found that it is able319

to retrieve each F0 within a range of a few tens of meters if starting from FA, and a few320

hundreds if starting from FP
A , provided the same radius c of the forward model is em-321

ployed (cB = c). If that is not the case, the distance between actual and backtracked322

starting point (∆BSP = |F0 − BSP |) increases with the difference between the back-323

track radius cB and c.324

2.2.2 Three-dimensional Intrusion Model (TIM)325

We later validate SAM against a more sophisticated dike propagation model. To326

this end, we employ the numerical, full-3D dike propagation model by Davis et al. (2020)327

and Davis et al. (2021). The model needs the dike volume (V ), assumed constant dur-328

ing the propagation, and the magma density (ρm). The dike starts as a penny-shaped329

crack centered at a specific starting point and arranged according to a starting dip and330

strike; these can be either arbitrary or coincide with the local v⃗3. The dike starting ra-331

dius is then taken as c0 =
√
V/1.6π. The dike is discretized into a mesh of triangular332

dislocations, and RK is computed at every BE lying on the dike tip-line (Davis et al.,333

2019); the tip line is advanced or retreated by an amount proportional to the local RK ,334

depending on its sign, and the crack is remeshed. The crack can also bend out of its plane335

according to the maximum circumferential stress criterion (Pollard et al., 2005; Davis336

et al., 2021). The dike can thus advance along complex trajectories and change its shape337

in the process. As such, the model captures the effect of dike volume and buoyancy as338

well as the external stress. In the following, we refer to it as ‘Three-dimensional Intru-339

sion Model’ (TIM).340

Before comparing TIM and SAM trajectories, we illustrate how to combine the stress341

and dike models introduced so far into synthetic scenarios of dike propagation.342

2.3 Setup of dike propagation scenarios343

We start by producing a stress model for a given caldera. In a real case, we first344

evaluate which stress mechanisms are most relevant. Here, as discussed in Section 2.1,345

we limit our analysis to tectonic stresses and gravitational loading/unloading. We cal-346

culate the latter as described in Section 2.1, and we superimpose to the resulting stress347

field the tectonic stress components σT
ij .348
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Table 1. Parameters of the dike propagation model.

Symbol Description Units

Host rock density ρr kg/m3

Magma density ρm kg/m3

Host rock fracture toughness KC Pa
√
m

Young’s modulus E Pa
Poisson’s ratio ν
Forward dike trajectory FT
Dike starting point F0

Dike radius c m
Dike surface Σ
Number of observation points n
along the dike tip-line
Observation points Oi, i = 1,...,n
Dike arrival point FA

Points defining dike trajectory Fi, i = 1,...,A-1
Projected dike arrival point FP

A

Backtracked dike trajectory BT
Backtracked dike radius cB m
Points defining backtracked trajectory Bi

Backtracked dike starting point BSP

We fix the location of the magma reservoir, which will constitute the rock volume349

where dikes depart from. Dike starting points are described by zk0 , radius r
k
0 and angle350

ϕk
0 , k = 1,...,N (Figure 2a). In simplified scenarios, we fix equally-spaced starting points351

along the edge of circular, sill-like reservoirs. In more complex scenarios, starting points352

are generated from a probability distribution in z, r, ϕ that quantifies our uncertainty353

on the favored dike nucleation sites around the reservoir.354

As a final step, we choose a model of dike propagation and define the needed in-355

put. TIM needs dike volumes (V k), magma densities (ρkm), Kc of the host rock and a356

starting geometry for the k-th dike. Starting dike radii are fixed as ck0 =
√
V k/1.6π (see357

Section 2.2 and Davis et al., 2021). SAM needs c and ρm: here, they are the same for358

all dikes in each scenario.359

We produce a total of eight synthetic scenarios, referred to as STC-i, i = 1, ..., 8360

(Tables 2 and 3). We fix the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the medium to E =361

15 GPa and ν = 0.25, respectively. The fracture toughness of the host rock is fixed to362

KC = 70 MPa·m1/2. The densities of the host rock (ρr) and the magma filling the dikes363

(ρm) are set as in Tables 2 and 3.364

We consider increasingly complex topographies with an approximately circular or365

elliptic caldera located at the origin of the cartesian reference frame (see Figure 2a). A366

resurgent dome may also be included, as well as a coastline and/or hills. We employ four367

main topographic settings, each corresponding to one or more scenarios:368

1. Setting 1 (STC-1,3): a flat topography with a circular caldera of radius RC = 6369

km and maximum depth d = 500 m. The depth of the caldera, which has steep370

slopes and a flat floor, varies with r according to:371

z = exp
(
−r6

)
(8)
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2. Setting 2 (STC-4,5): we add a coastline to the flat topography from (1), modelled372

as a steep elevation step along the y-axis. The bathymetry lies 100 m below the373

datum level. The caldera has RC = 6 km, d = 450 m, and depth varying with374

r as in (1).375

3. Setting 3 (STC-2,6,7): we maintain the bathymetry of (2), but we include two hills376

(heights 791 m and 355 m, base diameter ∼15 km). The caldera has RC = 6 km377

and maximum depth d = 424 m. The caldera shape is made irregular by adding378

Gaussian noise to Equation 8. In STC-6 we model a topography evolving from set-379

ting (3) to (3b), where the caldera is partially refilled, with its maximum depth380

changing to d = 221 m.381

4. Setting 4 (STC-8): an elliptic caldera with d = 150 m, semi-major and semi-minor382

axes aC = 8 km and bC = 4 km, respectively. A circular resurgent dome with383

h = 150 m and 4.8 km diameter is located 3 km offset from the caldera center.384

The external topography has some gently-sloping hills (the maximum height is 157385

m), but no bathymetry.386

All scenarios involve tensional stresses, whose principal axes coincide with the co-387

ordinate axes except for STC-5.388

For all scenarios except for STC-2,7,8 dikes nucleate at same depth zk0 = zres and389

radius rk0 = rres (see Table 3 for numerical values). In STC-2, we include a starting point390

at a radius larger than rres. Two different nucleation depths and radii are considered in391

STC-7. In STC-8, zk0 are drawn from a beta distribution skewed towards the upper edge392

of the reservoir (see Figure 5f). STC-1 has only one starting point. ϕk
0 are equally-spaced393

in STC-2,3,4,5 and drawn from a uniform distribution in STC-7,8. All nucleation vol-394

umes are centered at the origin of the cartesian reference frame, except for STC-8, which395

is centered below the summit of the resurgent dome. We remark that here these ‘reser-396

voirs’ where dikes depart from have no contribution to the stress field.397
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Figure 3. TIM and SAM comparison. TIM pathways: series of meshes representing a subset

of steps in dike propagation. Starting and final configuration of dikes are always included. Trian-

gular dislocations are shown as red, empty triangles. a) In scenario STC-1, two SAM dikes with

different c compared to to three TIM dikes with the same magma density and increasingly larger

volumes. All dikes start from x = 6 km, y = 0 km, z = −6 km; dikes are vertically-oriented at

the starting point. Black segments show v⃗1 projected over the x-z plane; black circles represent

out-of-plane v⃗1. Topography is represented as a magenta line. Blue dots mark the actual trajec-

tory of SAM dike with largest c. b) In scenario STC-2, perspective view of first TIM dike and

associated SAM dike propagating laterally beneath a topographic high. Both dikes start from

(x = 2 km, y = 10 km, z = −6 km), aligned to local v⃗3. c) Side view of b) along x-axis. d) Side

view of b) along y-axis. For host rock and magma properties see Table 2.
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Figure 4. STC-2 scenario: TIM and SAM comparison. Only outlines of TIM pathways are

shown, except for the fifth dike, shown as a series of steps in the simulation as in Figure 3. a)

synthetic topography with a vertical exaggeration factor of 10. b) elevation map and arrival

points of TIM (triangles) and SAM (dots) dikes. Each dike is associated to a fixed color. c) side

view of topography, TIM (red) and SAM (green) pathways, dike starting and arrival points. TIM

pathways are outlined except for the fifth dike, where we display the BE mesh. d) detail of TIM

and SAM pathways for the fifth dike. Triangular dislocations in TIM are visible as red, empty

triangles. e) SAM backtracking method applied to TIM pathways; distance between the actual

and backtracked starting point ∆BSP versus c. Black dotted line marks the average of ck0 of TIM

dikes. Colors correspond to dikes as in b) and c), and are associated in the inset to STC-2 dikes

in Table 2. f) ckbest: c yielding the smallest ∆BSP versus starting dike radius for each dike. The

red line fitting the data is compared to the bisector (blue line).
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Table 2. Parameters of TIM dikes in STC-1 and STC-2.

Dike Vk ck0 ρkm
·106 m3 km kg/m3

STC-1

1 4 0.89 2300
2 8 1.26 2300
3 40 2.82 2300

STC-2

1 4 0.89 2700
2 2 0.63 2300
3 10 1.41 2250
4 9 1.34 2100
5 5 0.99 2280
6 4 0.89 2350
7 3.5 0.83 2300
8 3 0.77 2270
9 3.8 0.87 2390
10 2.4 0.69 2300

2.4 SAM and TIM comparison398

We now proceed to validate SAM against TIM to assess under which conditions399

the two models are compatible and, in particular, how a proper calibration of c allows400

SAM to match TIM pathways, both in forward and in backward. In particular, we want401

to test the hypothesis that the c leading to the best match between SAM and TIM dikes402

may coincide with their starting radius (c = c0) or, if multiple TIM dikes are present,403

the average of their starting radii (c = c̄k0).404

We use STC-1, which offers the simplest topography, and STC-2, which offers the405

most complex one, to compare TIM and SAM and to calibrate c. For TIM dikes, we fix406

volumes (V k), starting radii (ck0) and magma densities (ρkm) as in Table 2. In STC-1 (Fig-407

ure 3a), we show a situation where the two models diverge. We run three TIM dikes with408

different V k and two SAM dikes with different c, propagating from the same starting point409

and with the same ρm. While TIM dikes start with an arbitrary, vertical orientation, SAM410

dikes have to start perpendicular to v⃗3. This leads to very different pathways between411

SAM dikes and TIM dikes. From Figure 3a, it is evident how TIM dikes with larger vol-412

umes require larger distances to adjust to the stress directions, as already captured in413

2D models (Dahm, 2000a; Maccaferri et al., 2010). We also notice how the SAM dike414

with the smallest c follow the stress field more closely. Thus, SAM and TIM dikes con-415

verge to the same trajectory only if the latter start already oriented to the external stress416

or, alternatively, if SAM dikes start where TIM ones have adjusted to it.417

In STC-2 we show a situation where SAM dikes capture 3D propagation as well418

as TIM dikes. In Figure 3b,c,d, we run a TIM dike starting beneath a topographic high,419

and compare it to a SAM dike starting from the same point. In this model, we set both420

dikes to be weakly buoyant (ρr − ρm = 100 kg/m3) and start already aligned to the421

local stress directions. They both propagate laterally along similar trajectories, as dic-422

tated by the external stress and the low magma buoyancy: such behavior may not be423

captured by 2D dike models. We find that the SAM dike fits the TIM pathway best if424

we take c = c10, that is the starting radius of TIM dike (Table 2). In Figure 4a,b,c,d,425

we run additional nine TIM dikes with different V k, ck0 and ρm, and compare them to426
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forward SAM trajectories. Despite the V k, ck0 and ρkm being different from one dike to427

another, the arrival points and final orientations of the SAM dikes are consistent with428

the outcomes of the TIM dikes, and SAM trajectories follow closely TIM ones. We find429

that such match is closest when we take c = c̄k0 , that is, the average of the ck0 .430

We also backtrack the nine TIM dikes with SAM, and evaluate how accurately their431

starting points are recovered with different values of cB (Figure 4e,f). The BTs start from432

the TIM arrival points and stop once the lastly-retrieved point goes past zres (here as-433

sumed known). We find that the performance of our backtracking method in recover-434

ing the SP of the TIM dikes depends on the c we employ. Both large (> 1.2 km) and435

small (< 0.6 km) c perform poorly. On the other hand, we see in Figure 4e how the dis-436

tance between actual SP and BSP of each dike, ∆BSP , is smallest for c equal or close437

to c̄k0 = 880 m (black vertical line in Figure 4e). The minimum of ∆BSP for all dikes438

except for the one with the smallest V k (Table 3) is found in the range 600m ≤ c ≤439

1km.440

In Figure 4f, we plot ck0 versus ckbest, that is, the c leading to the most accurate BSP441

for the k-th dike. We find that the best-fit line comes close to the bisector of the quad-442

rant and, thus, c = ck0 =
√
V k/1.6π provides a good estimate for the optimal c in SAM.443

In summary, SAM provides trajectories close to TIM dike trajectories only when444

the latter are well-oriented within the external stress field. Then, the optimal c for SAM445

may be chosen on the basis of the volumes of TIM dikes. The implication is that, in a446

real scenario, knowledge on the volume of actual dikes could inform the choice of c for447

both forward and backward SAM.448
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Figure 5. Topography and selected SAM dike trajectories for scenarios STC-3 to STC-8.

a), b), c) STC-3: respectively, synthetic topography and dike trajectories, elevation map and

dike arrival points, side view of topography and dike trajectories. d), e), f) STC-4: respectively,

synthetic topography and dike trajectories, elevation map and dike arrival points, side view of

topography and dike trajectories. g), h), i) STC-5: respectively, synthetic topography and dike

trajectories, elevation map and dike arrival points, side view of topography and dike trajecto-

ries. j), k), l), m) STC-6: respectively, synthetic topography (original and updated) with two

cross-sections along x (dots and dashes) and y (fine dots) axes and dike trajectories (red ones

run with original topography, green ones with updated topography), topographic profiles along

cross-sections in j) showing original (red) and updated (green) topography, elevation map and

dike arrival points, side view of topography and dike trajectories. n), o), p) STC-7: respectively,

synthetic topography and dike trajectories, elevation map and dike arrival points, side view of

topography and dike trajectories. q), r), s) STC-8: respectively, synthetic topography and dike

trajectories, elevation map and dike arrival points, side view of topography and dike trajectories

with inset showing the probability distribution from which vertical coordinates of dike starting

points are drawn. General conventions as follows. Topography in a), d), g), j), n), q) has a verti-

cal exaggeration factor of 10. Dike starting and arrival points are represented as green circles and

blue dots (red in elevation maps), respectively. In d), f), n), p), q), s) last points of dike trajecto-

ries in subsurface are magenta dots and blue circles are steps of projected dike trajectories to free

surface. Magma storage regions: light-red volumes.
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Table 3. Chosen topography, tectonic stress, host rock and reservoir parameters of the syn-

thetic scenarios.

# Scen. d h σT
xx σT

yy σT
xy ρr rres zres

m m MPa MPa MPa kg/m3 km km

STC-1 500 - 1 0 0 2500 6 6
STC-2 424 - 1 0.4 0 2800 10.2 6

3 6
STC-3 500 - 1 0.5 0 2500 2 6
STC-4 450 - 1 1 0 2500 2 6
STC-5 450 - 0.8 0.8 -1 2500 2 6
STC-6 424 - 1 0.4 0 2800 3 4

221
STC-7 424 - 1 0.4 0 2800 3 4

6 8
STC-8 150 150 1 0.6 0 2500 1 6

3 Results449

In scenarios STC-3 to STC-8, we use SAM to produce dike pathways and vents (Fig-450

ure 4). FTs are stopped at the distance threshold from the BEs in STC-3,5,6. Conversely,451

FTs are propagated past that threshold in STC-4,7,8 according to the method explained452

in Section REF. STC-4,7,8 are thus the only scenarios where surface vents are produced.453

The simplest model is STC-3 (Figure 5a,b,c), where the caldera is an axisymmet-454

ric, circular depression on a flat surface. Here, dike trajectories are deflected by the grav-455

itational unloading associated to the caldera, and their arrival points punctuate its rim.456

The tectonic extension is higher along the x-axis, and this leads to the spacing between457

neighboring arrival points becoming smaller when closer to that axis, even if the start-458

ing points are equally spaced.459

STC-4 (Figure 5d,e,f) presents a more complex topography, where a simplified caldera460

lies on a coastline between two flat regions at different heights. This has an evident im-461

pact on dike trajectories, which are still deflected away from the caldera, but end up mostly462

on the mainland. Only the dike starting farthest away from the mainland manages to463

reach the sea floor. In particular, there is a concentration of arrival points close to the464

coastline. The effect of deviatoric tectonic stress is most apparent in STC-5 (Figure 5g,h,i).465

Here, the least-compressive principal tectonic stress axis roughly strikes along the bisec-466

tor of the second and fourth quadrants (respectively, negative x-axis and positive y-axis,467

and viceversa). Arrival points cluster about such axis, both on the mainland and on the468

sea floor.469

STC-6 (Figure 5j,k,l,m) considers two different topographies. The first, associated470

to the red dike set, is the same as STC-2. Dikes are deflected away from the caldera and471

punctuate its rim on the mainland. Three dikes reach the sea floor. Topographic loads472

associated to the hills in the first quadrant also tend to attract dikes. The second topog-473

raphy, associated to the green dike set, envisions a partial refilling of the caldera, with474

a resurgent dome at its center (see Figure 5k). The topography outside the caldera rim475

is unchanged. Dikes are still deflected by the caldera unloading and focus towards the476

mainland, but all reach the surface along or within the caldera rim, some ending up on477

the resurgent dome. We remark that also in STC-2 both TIM and SAM dikes are de-478

flected toward the mainland and along the rim of the caldera (Figure 4a,b,c,d). Even the479
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dikes starting from the sea side of the reservoir end up on the mainland. Dikes that prop-480

agate in the proximity of the hills are also deflected towards them.481

STC-7 (Figure 5n,o,p) shares the topography of STC-2, but includes two different482

dike nucleation depths and radii. Dike trajectories show the same pattern as in the pre-483

vious scenario, the ones starting from the deeper nucleation region reaching the surface484

farther away from the caldera.485

Dikes in STC-8 (Figure 5q,r,s) feel the competing influence of the elliptic caldera486

and the loading due to the resurgent dome and the hill on the left. The synthetic vents487

cluster in two areas, the larger adjacent to the dome and the minor close to the caldera488

rim and the hill. No vents are present at the top of the dome.489

In summary, topography plays a dominant role in controlling dike pathways in our490

scenarios. Even short-wavelength topographic features, such as a ∼ 5-km-wide resur-491

gent dome in STC-8 (Figure 5r), influence close trajectories over a distance compara-492

ble to their width, e.g. the resurgent dome diameter in STC-8. In all scenarios, dikes are493

consistently deflected away from surface unloading and attracted by surface loading. Tec-494

tonic stress also influences dike orientation and clustering of arrival points, with a more495

evident impact in the simplest scenarios (STC-3,4,5).496

4 Discussion497

We have shown how our newly-developed ‘elementary’ dike propagation model (SAM)498

well reproduces trajectories calculated with a sophisticated numerical model (TIM) by499

Davis et al. (2020, 2021) (Figures 3b, 4), and can effectively model 3D dike pathways in500

synthetic calderas with tectonic stress and mild surface loading/unloading (Figure 5).501

In particular, SAM and TIM trajectories are similar only if dikes in the latter model start502

optimally-oriented to the external principal stress directions (Figure 3a). Dike propa-503

gation in both models is controlled not only by the gradients of external stress, but also504

by magma buoyancy. SAM is also able to backtrack dike trajectories from a vent to the505

magma storage region.506

Due to our simplifying assumptions, our models have many potential limitations.507

The assumptions include homogeneous elastic parameters for the host rock. Rigidity and508

density layering may substantially affect dike propagation. For instance, dike trajecto-509

ries can be deflected when crossing interfaces between layers with strong rigidity con-510

trasts, as shown in 2D by Maccaferri et al. (2010). Similar studies are needed to grasp511

the effects of layer interfaces in 3D. As shown by Mantiloni et al. (2021) through ana-512

log experiments, homogeneous models well reproduce the observed pathways provided513

that ‘effective’ stress parameters are employed, rather than those actually imposed on514

the gelatin. In this perspective, our simple models will be of advantage in future real-515

time or statistical applications, where fast computation is required.516

We also assume linear elasticity. Volcanic regions are known to host inelastic pro-517

cesses such as seismicity, damage, thermoplasticity, infiltration of and alteration by hy-518

drothermal and magmatic fluids, that can affect both stresses and dike propagation. In519

particular, these inelastic processes compete with stress-generating mechanisms by ho-520

mogenizing stresses (e.g. McGarr & Gay, 1978; Stephansson, 1988; Savage et al., 1992).521

Repeating magmatic intrusions (e.g. Dieterich, 1988; McGuire & Pullen, 1989; Ventura522

et al., 1999; Walter et al., 2005) may also bring the state of stress to isotropic in the long523

run: since they tend to open perpendicularly to v⃗3, the strain they cause tends to bring524

σ3 closer to σ1(Chadwick & Dieterich, 1995; Bagnardi et al., 2013; Corbi et al., 2015, 2016).525

Additionally, faulting and earthquakes may dissipate shear stresses over time. Thus, the526

stress contributions in Equation 1 are not immutable. An accurate calibration of the stress527

state needs to take into account the relaxation of each stress contribution over time and528

space, discriminating between stress sources (in particular topography-altering events)529
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that became active at different times. For instance, Maccaferri et al. (2017) explored the530

interplay between the loading stress due to the growth of a volcanic edifice, that dissi-531

pates over time, and the ‘instant’ stress change due to flank collapse in controlling erup-532

tive vent patterns, showing how the latter can deflect dike pathways and lead to the for-533

mation of new eruptive centers. These processes are difficult to constrain and are cur-534

rently accounted for through approximations. For instance, some works set the devia-535

toric stresses arising from gravitational loading of the edifice to zero (Heimisson et al.,536

2015; Davis et al., 2021), arguing that they would be compensated by faulting and dike537

intrusions over the history of the volcano. Corbi et al. (2015) found that superposing the538

effect of caldera unloading to a volcanic edifice where the state of stress is set to isotropic,539

rather than fully loaded, explained much better the orientation of eruptive fissures at540

Fernandina, Galapagos. Here we neglected such processes by creating scenarios where541

dikes propagate below and around a caldera but not within an edifice. We tested that542

accounting for shear stress dissipation and stress homogenization in such scenarios still543

leads to dike trajectories being deflected by surface unloading and attracted by surface544

loading. We postpone the study of scenarios that involve propagation within an edifice545

to a future study.546

As we show in Figure 1c, stress contributions of magma reservoirs are dominant547

only in the proximity of the stress source. Such effect, nonetheless, can be important in548

determining nucleation points for dikes (Gudmundsson, 2006; Grosfils et al., 2015), that549

we do not model precisely here, as well as attracting or repelling incoming dikes if the550

reservoir pressure is increasing or decreasing, respectively (Pansino & Taisne, 2019).551

Stress contributions due to previous large earthquakes may also deviate dikes or552

arrest their propagation. This has been considered both through theoretical (Maccaferri553

et al., 2014, 2016) and analog (Le Corvec et al., 2013) modeling. The fault-generated stresses554

do not influence dike trajectories significantly unless they come to close proximity and,555

thus, can hardly reproduce observed dike patterns alone (e.g. Maccaferri et al., 2014).556

However, Maccaferri et al. (2016) showed how a pre-stressed fault can effectively stop557

dike propagation if a dike hits it at a sub-perpendicular angle. This is due to the stress558

induced by the approaching dike, which leads to the fault slipping and, in turns, induces559

compressive stress at the dike’s tip, arresting it. Faults and dikes may also interact with560

each other, for instance alternately accommodating tectonic extension (Gómez-Vasconcelos561

et al., 2020).562

Lastly, the emplacement of dikes affects the local stress field as well, as both an-563

alytical (Rubin & Gillard, 1998) and numerical models (Ito & Martel, 2002) have shown.564

The interaction between previous and subsequent intrusions has been suggested as a driv-565

ing factor in controlling dike trajectories (e.g. Kühn & Dahm, 2008) or recurring dike566

patterns (e.g. Takada, 1997), and dictating the architecture of reservoirs formed by dis-567

crete intrusions (Ferrante et al., 2022), while others have stressed the importance of the568

cumulative effect of repeating dikes on the state of stress at volcanoes (e.g. Cayol & Cor-569

net, 1998).570

All these stress sources can be integrated in our models as they stand now. Includ-571

ing stress mechanisms that are not well-constrained, however, ultimately adds more un-572

certainty to a model rather than improve it. Thus, in a real scenario, it is more bene-573

ficial to include only the stress sources that are most relevant and well-known.574

In our scenarios, dike pathways must stop at a given MDT before reaching the sur-575

face (See Section 2.2). The MDT we set is compatible with the distance at which dike576

interaction with the free surface becomes significant (Pollard & Holzhausen, 1979). Sur-577

face deformation induced by the incoming dike may cause graben faulting to occur (e.g.578

Hjartardóttir et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016), thereby relaxing stresses and inducing the579

dike to stop before reaching the surface. This aspect is important, and may be included580

in future models.581
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Many dikes in our tests stop before reaching the surface. This happens in both mod-582

els when the interplay between the buoyancy force and the external stress gradients is583

no longer sufficient to drive the dike upward, and is often associated to gravitational load-584

ing (topographic highs). This is shown specifically in Figure 3b, where TIM and SAM585

dikes stop and spread laterally beneath a topographic load. In scenarios STC-6,7 we also586

notice how dikes ascending below steep hills often stop before reaching the MDT. Ana-587

log models (e.g. fluid-filled cracks propagating in gelatin, as in Kervyn et al., 2009), may588

further validate such conclusions. Dikes stopping in the subsurface are generally coher-589

ent with the fact that most diking episodes do not lead to eruptions (e.g. Gudmunds-590

son, 1983, 1995), although more mechanisms that may stop dikes have been proposed591

than those that we model here, such as mechanical layering of host rock (Gudmundsson592

& Brenner, 2004; Geshi et al., 2012) and dike-fault interaction (Maccaferri et al., 2016).593

In further tests not reported here, SAM dikes with lower magma density (i.e. higher buoy-594

ancy) overcame such stress barriers, in accordance with previous models by Dahm (2000a);595

Maccaferri et al. (2011).596

The outcomes of our synthetic scenarios, from the simplest to the more complex,597

show that dikes are deflected away from topographic lows (calderas), and attracted by598

topographic highs (hills, resurgent domes), even short-wavelength ones (e.g. a 5 km wide599

resurgent dome in STC-8). This is consistent with previous dike propagation and stress600

models considering topographic loading/unloading (Dahm, 2000a; Roman & Jaupart,601

2014; Corbi et al., 2016; Rivalta et al., 2019) and with results from gelatin-based ana-602

log models (Gaete et al., 2019; Mantiloni et al., 2021). Comparison to natural settings603

requires further discussion. The few synthetic scenarios we present here are not designed604

to reproduce the wide variety of vent patterns observed at real calderas. They do, nonethe-605

less, reproduce some common features of vent distribution in calderas. Scenarios STC-606

2 and STC-4,5,6,7 involve calderas lying on a coastline, with most or all dikes ending up607

on the mainland. This is compatible with vent patterns in similar worldwide settings,608

such as Campi Flegrei (Smith et al., 2011). In our tests, no dike trajectories end up within609

the caldera, except in STC-6 and STC-8. Among worldwide calderas, we find several ex-610

amples where past eruptive vents lie predominantly at or outside the caldera rim, as our611

model suggests: for instance, Alcedo, Cerro Azul, Darwin, Fernandina, Sierra Negra and612

Wolf calderas, Galápagos (Chadwick & Howard, 1991), or Aira caldera, Japan, (Geshi613

et al., 2020). Still, vents opening within a caldera can be observed in several other set-614

tings, like Newberry caldera, Oregon (MacLeod et al., 1982), Santorini caldera, Greece615

(Sigurdsson et al., 2006), or Campi Flegrei caldera, Italy (Smith et al., 2011). Intracaldera616

vent openings are predicted when the unloading pressure of the caldera is low or reduced617

by refilling (STC-6), or if large extensional tectonic stresses or resurgent domes are present618

(STC-8). Nonetheless, these three factors are not always associated with intracaldera619

vents in nature (e.g. no eruptions have occurred at Long Valley caldera’s resurgent dome620

after doming inception, Hildreth, 2004). Applying a model to a real caldera entails a deeper621

understanding of its evolution, stratigraphy and eruptive history, and requires dedicated622

work. For this reason, we chose not to apply our models to real calderas in this work,623

as running our model for a real scenario without a proper calibration of the stress state624

is no different than setting up a synthetic scenario with arbitrary stress. We remark, how-625

ever, that the fast dike propagation model we presented here is particularly suited for626

stress calibration procedures, such as the one by (Rivalta et al., 2019). This will be the627

subject of a future work.628

Our model does not consider the viscous flow of magma within dikes and, as such,629

does not model dike velocity. The pathways predicted by our model, however, may be630

combined with existing models of dike velocity to integrate the two approaches (e.g. Pinel631

et al., 2017; Pansino et al., 2022).632

In conclusion, we have developed a fast and flexible dike propagation model, that633

may complement the numerical model by Davis et al. (2020, 2021) over different appli-634
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cations. The outcomes of our synthetic scenarios are also consistent with observations635

at many real calderas. Stress models, however, are still critical and not yet fully under-636

stood. In a real-case application, our scenarios would be the end point of a stress cal-637

ibration, whereby the stress state of a volcanic region is constrained through a statis-638

tical procedure aiming at matching dike simulations with observations, such as past vent639

locations (Rivalta et al., 2019), orientation of exposed dikes (Maerten et al., 2022) or fo-640

cal mechanisms (Zhan et al., 2022). Our model is well-suited for such purpose. Once the641

stress is calibrated, it may be used to perform a long-term forecast on future vent loca-642

tions, while the more sophisticated model may be employed to produce short-term prop-643

agation scenarios for incipient dike intrusions.644
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